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About Us
August

Hobbies:
- Visual art
- Reading
- Music
- Women in STEM
- ???

Plans:
- College - physics/comp sci?
  Engineering dual degree?
  - Haverford College, PA
- Grad school
Interests:

- Speech and Debate (Melody and I are partners)
- Singing
- Recovering Hamilton addict
- Math in general
- Hiking / Rock Climbing

Plans

- Still am undecided when it comes to possible majors, but I know I love math and physics.
Charlie

About Me

- Theatre kid—set design this year, acting last year
- Other arts—photography, writing,
- Interested in space (which turned into physics) since forever, basically

Plans

- Major in physics/astrophysics
- Minor in ???
  - Still very undecided

Me in our production of Harvey (being a theatre kid)
About Me

● Likes cooking, science, doing computer stuff, machining, and running
● I have a cat: the Best Cat - Mochi

Future Plans

● College=>startup
● Travel
About me

- Major in Pure Mathematics
  - University of Utah
- Self-taught Programmer
- I play piano and guitar

Plans

- PhD in Mathematics
About me:

- 2 cats and sort of a 3rd
- Visual art
- Speech and Debate (Arianna is my partner)
- Piano for my own enjoyment

Plans:

- I haven’t decided on a major but something with a combination of art and STEM or medicine.
About me:

- Two cats
- Robotics, health science-y stuff, etc.
- Also: music (trumpet), hiking, running, reading

Future Plans:

- Biology? Physics? Biophysics? College then onwards

Fun Fact!

- Injured my finger over the summer pretty solidly
About me:

- Robotics team captain
- Student senate
- Tennis & ultimate frisbee
- Three dogs & four cats
- Love the outdoors (rock climbing, skiing, hiking, biking)

Plans:

- Major in Mechanical or Aerospace Engineering
- Minor in Psychology
Enrique

- 9th year IB Physics Teacher
- 2016 CERN International HST teacher
- Quarknet Fellow since 2016
- Likes Chess, Sports, Recreation
- 9th year as FIRST Robotics Mentor
- 3 hour 9 minute 52 sec (7:15 mile = 4:30 km = 3.70 m/s) marathon
Alison

- I have been teaching physics in Utah at high school and college levels since 2005
- I am passionate about physics education
- I am a mentor to our FIRST robotics team (in addition to DESY Chain)
- I enjoy sewing and home improvement
- I have a small family of humans and a large family of pets
Where we live

West High School
- Founded 1890—oldest high school in Utah
- Just under 3000 students
- Amazing school

Salt Lake City/Utah
- SLC—capital of Utah
- right next to the Great Salt Lake
- greatest snow on earth! Come here to go skiing